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About This Series

WorkRise is a research-to-action network on jobs, workers, and mobility based at the Urban Institute. This publication is one in a series of reports WorkRise has commissioned from the nation’s preeminent social scientists and economic mobility researchers. These reports map out the current frontiers of knowledge across six channels that influence workers’ economic mobility and advancement in the US labor market: macroeconomic and labor market contexts and policies; employer practices; worker power, voice, and representation; job search and matching; skills, training, and human capital; and the social determinants of work.

The purpose of these reports is twofold: to identify areas where existing empirical evidence can inform current policy and practice and to characterize knowledge gaps in order to inform a set of priorities for advancing research, building the evidence base, and motivating action in policy and practice. As part of the research process, WorkRise convened a cross-sector group of advocates, practitioners, and experts to assess the relevance and value of knowledge-building priorities proposed by study authors.

Each report examines root causes and potential solutions for reversing the decades-long decline in mobility and enduring racial and gender disparities in the labor market. These reports take a broad view of the market, institutional, political, and social forces that shape worker outcomes. By delineating questions with the most important implications for worker well-being, these reports will inform WorkRise’s research agenda and broader debates on creating new pathways for mobility in the labor market.
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**Introduction**

This review asks a seemingly simple question: How can employers facilitate economic mobility for disadvantaged workers, particularly those who are workers of color or who lack a college degree? Our analysis attempts to evaluate whether organizational policies and practices can address rising inequality and reduce long-standing racial gaps in income, wealth, and opportunity in the United States and other wealthy countries. This is a critical moment in which to assess the potential for employers’ practices to promote economic mobility and reduce inequality. The pay gap between college graduates and others has risen since 1980 (Autor, Goldin, and Katz 2020). Stagnant pay in entry-level jobs and slower early-career earnings growth have played important roles in reducing total lifetime earnings of workers who have entered the labor market since the 1980s, relative to those who entered in prior cohorts (Guvenen et al. 2017). The Black–white pay gap persists (Bayer and Charles 2018), and women still earn less than men, with the gender pay gap expanding over the life course (Goldin et al. 2017).

These inequalities are persistent, but current events have focused attention on the workplace and employers’ potential responses. Many people lost their jobs during the COVID–19 pandemic; others felt pressure to work in sometimes unsafe conditions, risking exposure to provide for their families. Renewed calls for racial justice in the wake of George Floyd’s 2020 murder have many workers pushing for change in their workplaces and on the streets. How can employers do better by workers at this moment and in the years ahead?

Although employment law and public policies set the context of what employers are expected to do in a society, organizational practices still vary substantially. Firms offer different levels of pay and provide different work environments even when hiring similar workers into seemingly similar jobs (Card et al. 2018; Groshen 1991; Kline et al. 2019). This variance indicates that employer practices can either reinforce the status quo or promote economic security and upward mobility. For instance, some employers organize work in ways that build human and social capital among their employees, helping those workers build skills and networks. Others provide leaves and stable schedules that support secure employment by recognizing workers’ personal and family needs. Still others adopt practices that attempt to mitigate enduring biases and exclusions in hiring and promotion.
while fostering a more inclusive culture. The impact of these varying practices is not necessarily clear, and even when they have not been seriously evaluated, some are touted in the business press and by consultants and advocates concerned with job quality and inequality.

Of course, firms would have little incentive to change course if their current practices always maximized profit. However, not all existing practices are optimal or match a firm’s particular situation. The fact that we see heterogeneity in productivity and practices among firms in similar markets (Bloom et al. 2019; Syverson 2011), challenges in identifying and adopting profit-maximizing practices (Cyert and March 1963; Nelson and Winter 1982), and social and behavioral factors often driving adoption (Gavetti 2012; Jiang, Takeuchi, and Jia 2020), all suggest that firms can identify and adopt practices beneficial to both their bottom line and their employees.

**Goals and Audience**

We review recent, rigorous social science research to ask whether a number of common and emerging employer practices promote greater mobility (particularly for workers at the lower end of the wage distribution) and reduce racial and gender inequalities. We believe this review of the research will be of interest to three primary audiences:

- We aim to support employers looking to identify promising practices to adopt in their own organizations. We do not provide a simple, prioritized list of what to do next; rather, we summarize the evidence on which changes and investments are supported by research, and which are not.

- We hope to inform funding agencies, regulatory bodies, and other advocates for better working conditions in their evaluation of what we need to know and do next. The research we summarize will be valuable for guiding investments both in research and in scaling and publicizing specific programs or practices.

- We believe scholars and students who want to dive into these topics will also find this review a helpful orientation, particularly because we reach across disciplines and focus on multiple practices.
Our findings reveal a complex picture: some practices are promising for enhancing worker mobility and benefiting firms, whereas others are overhyped compared to the real evidence of their efficacy. Furthermore, evaluating “what works” to improve workers’ outcomes and reduce inequality requires better data and a nuanced analysis of how different strategies hang together and where they are more likely to succeed. These are challenging questions to assess, and we offer ideas for improving research on these topics. Nonetheless, in the last section, we identify several promising practices and new research directions that would advance our understanding and serve as exemplars of actionable research. We are optimistic that there is room both to craft better jobs for historically marginalized workers and to broaden their access to economic opportunities.

Framework and Scope of Review

We use the term economic mobility broadly to refer both to earnings that meet basic needs and increased pay and job quality over time. We review research to investigate how employers’ policies and practices affect workers’ economic mobility and security over the course of their working lives. Some high-paying and easily accessed jobs are temporary, whereas some initially low-paying jobs may offer substantial future earnings-growth potential. Understanding the long-term effects of employer practices requires considering how those practices affect the development of human and social capital and pave the way for enhanced economic opportunities.

We conceptualize three channels through which employer practices may affect economic mobility:

- First, and most simply, employers can raise the quality of jobs for current workers in low-wage sectors. This can involve increasing wages and compensation, clarifying pathways to increased earnings and opportunities within the same firm or industry, and organizing work so front-line workers can use and grow their skills, with the expectation that skill development will be rewarded with better pay. We call this the job quality channel.

- Second, a job may offer relatively good wages and opportunities but have characteristics (e.g., highly unstable schedules or hostile cultures for racial minorities or women) that routinely push particular workers out of those positions. We call this the sustainability channel; by sustainability, we mean decent working
conditions (looking beyond pay) that help workers remain in well-paying jobs rather than exit. We see the sustainability channel as broadening job quality to reflect work conditions that are especially important for traditionally marginalized workers, including racialized minorities and caregivers.

- Third, employers can make better jobs more accessible to applicants who are currently unemployed, out of the labor market, or in low-wage, low-quality jobs. We attend to this accessibility channel because hiring workers without a postsecondary degree (hereafter noncollege workers) is at the center of mobility. Accessibility also highlights racial discrimination and other forms of bias and exclusion more directly than has prior research on job quality.

In our review, we note whether a particular practice seems to affect economic security and mobility through one of these three channels (job quality, sustainability, access) more directly. We also discuss the impact of each practice on firms’ outcomes. Firms would only voluntarily adopt practices they find beneficial (or at least not harmful) to their bottom line. Our discussion of firms’ outcomes is more limited, focusing on assessing the attractiveness of each practice for voluntary adoption, and accounting for direct costs and expected benefits arising from productivity, turnover, and quality effects.

With this framework in mind, we review prior research on a variety of employer practices: pay and wages; scheduling; leaves; recruitment and hiring practices; promotion practices; work systems; and diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) initiatives. We exclude staffing and outsourcing decisions but address those insofar as they can undermine the benefits of effective hiring and promotion practices. For example, we acknowledge that firms that have externalized many functions (e.g., contracting for janitorial services, offshoring business-processing tasks) are attempting to shift responsibility for those workers’ economic security and mobility to their contractors; the question of how those employment practices affect workers’ mobility is beyond the scope of this review. We also exclude formal training programs, though we address training insofar as it connects to other practices. Last, we recognize other employer practices that are relevant to economic mobility, including how employers respond to workers’ voice and union organizing, but this review sets those aside given limited space and coverage of those questions in other reviews (Rosenfeld 2019; Schultz 2019; Marinescu and Rosenfeld 2022). Although we began with a broad look at many studies of our selected practices, we concentrate our summary
here on recent empirical research, particularly experimental, quasi-experimental, and longitudinal research designs.

In our review of the research literature, we were most concerned with the impact of employer practices on (a) the economic security and mobility of workers in the lower end of the wage distribution and (b) those who face challenges in the labor market because they lack a college degree or are racialized minorities; however, we did not limit our review to studies of these specific populations. Some studies we reviewed drew on data representing the entire labor force, or from higher-wage occupations when those data are all that are available. In addition to our summary text, table 1 lists key studies that inform our conclusions (but not all studies reviewed). We also provide specific cases—either organizations that have invested in specific practices or exemplary studies—in text boxes to illustrate more fully a given practice and its connection to mobility. After reviewing each practice, we address the question of why some employers adopt these practices and describe the challenges in adopting or implementing practices well. We conclude with a brief discussion of new directions for research, addressing both methodological directions and promising practices that deserve further attention.
Employer Practices and Their Effects

Pay and Wages

Definition of Practices

Pay for workers in similar jobs varies greatly across organizations (Barth et al. 2016; Song et al. 2018). Firm-wide average pay level is therefore a critical determinant of inequality and mobility. Firms can also do more or less to compress pay among their employees, as when voluntary minimum wages are increased or executive compensation is restrained. Furthermore, firms determine the basis on which pay is set. Pay can be a strict function of job title and seniority, or it can vary, either directly with market pressures and external offers, or with individual, team, or organizational performance, as in merit-based pay raises or various bonus and incentive schemes. We summarize these in a contrast between standardized pay and pay that varies with performance.

Channels: How Would Compensation Be Expected to Affect Mobility?

Paying high wages is perhaps the most important feature of job quality. The positive impact of higher pay for workers is straightforward (box 1). Likewise, more-compressed pay within a firm will have a positive direct effect on those earning lower wages, who will disproportionately be in the lower levels of the firm hierarchy.

The expected effects for firms of higher and compressed pay, however, are more ambiguous. The direct negative effect of higher costs with increased pay may be offset by benefits in productivity, lower turnover, and more positive worker selection. However, if these collateral benefits are small or difficult for employers to measure, the prospect of higher labor costs will deter employers from raising pay. Likewise, although pay comparisons and fairness concerns among coworkers can motivate pay compression, such compression could blunt incentives and drive turnover in higher-level positions.
**Overview**: Does getting a high-paying job have a long-term positive effect on young workers? Although it is intuitive that a high-paying job might increase economic security, studying longer-term effects is challenging. Does a good job provide benefits that are strictly temporary, or does it set workers on a long-term upward career trajectory? A recent study using data from Spain sheds light on this question by following male, Spanish-born labor market entrants from their first job until age 35.

**Methods**: Large firms consistently pay more than smaller firms, even for similar jobs and similar workers. This means that getting a job at a large firm tends to provide higher pay. However, the early-career workers who get those jobs might also be more compelling applicants than their peers who do not get hired. To address this, the study looked at the outcomes of early-career workers who graduated high school during periods when a large firm is expanding in their local labor market, in effect comparing those graduating high school in a place and time with more hiring by large firms, relative to similar workers who were not so lucky.

**Outcomes**: The author found that male workers who matched with a first-employing organization that was larger by one standard deviation (of employer size) earned around a quarter more in total income over the next 15 years. Supplementary analysis showed that this benefit exists partly because workers who start out at larger firms are able to get subsequent jobs at other large firms more easily than those starting at small firms. Young workers also seem to gain valuable experience from working at large, high-paying firms. Together these results suggest that high-paying jobs not only bring immediate benefits, they can also change the whole trajectory of workers’ early careers.


Although these pay considerations are of first-order importance for mobility, pay practices can also matter through more indirect channels. Performance-based pay can increase worker engagement and human capital acquisition on the job, but it can also contribute to eroding collaboration; increasing stress at work; and introducing biased, subjective managerial assessment into the pay-setting process. Similarly, high within-firm pay inequality could violate fairness norms and drive employee turnover. On the firm side, performance pay can yield higher productivity, but high-powered incentives risk distorting work effort toward a narrowed set of incentivized tasks.
Empirical Evidence

Strong evidence shows that higher pay boosts worker mobility, lowers poverty, and reduces racial inequality (Bailey et al. 2021; Derenoncourt and Montialoux 2020; Dube 2019). Emerging evidence also suggests that being hired at a higher-paying firm as a labor-market entrant boosts earnings long-term (Arellano-Bover 2021; von Wachter 2020). These primary benefits in job quality can sometimes be undermined by secondary costs in shifting worker selection, as when job postings following minimum wage increases were more likely to require a high school diploma (Clemens, Kahn, and Meer 2021).

Strong evidence also suggests that employers have some discretion over pay setting, because pay varies across firms even for similar workers (Abowd, Kramarz, and Margolis 1999; Barth et al. 2016). Specifically, high pay relative to coworker characteristics is found at large employers; employers using structured management practices or high-performance work systems; and employers that are relatively profitable, are research and development intensive, and employ more educated workers (Barth, Davis, and Freeman 2018; Bloom et al. 2021; Cobb and Lin 2017; Groshen 1991; Osterman 2006). Even after accounting for many of these characteristics, a substantial unexplained component in pay variation remains (Barth, Davis, and Freeman 2018), which could reflect different managerial beliefs about pay and limited changes in firms’ outcomes with modest differences in pay levels.

Evidence is weaker that, for most employers, raising pay at the margin will yield higher productivity. Pure productivity or effort effects have been studied extensively in field experiments, but overall, the evidence of increased worker productivity with increased compensation is mixed (Fehr and Goette 2007; Kube, Maréchal, and Puppe 2012; Sandvik et al. 2021; Gneezy and List 2006). However, these experiments often rely on short-term or casual employment relations, in which compensation can be experimentally varied: noncausal studies in more standard work contexts find more encouraging positive effects (Emanuel and Harrington 2021; Hesford, Mangin, and Pizzini 2019). Higher pay would likely reduce turnover, but quantifying savings from turnover costs is challenging (Kuhn and Yu 2021).

Stronger evidence demonstrates that labor unions (Freeman and Medoff 1984; VanHeuvelen 2018), normative pressure from other employers (Derenoncourt, Noelke, and Weil 2021), and minimum wages can force employers to raise pay even if doing so raises
costs. These three bodies of evidence raise the possibility that employer practices (and public policies) that strengthen worker bargaining power may be more important for raising pay than the productivity benefits of gift exchange or efficiency wages.

Pay compression has similarly clear benefits for front-line workers and ambiguous effects for employers. Most pay inequality is within firms, among coworkers. Particularly at large firms, rising within-firm inequality is an important supplementary source of overall rising inequality (Song et al. 2018). There is also strong evidence that workers are sensitive to pay-fairness violations. For instance, when a large retailer raised coworkers’ pay unevenly, those who received smaller raises were more likely to leave (Dube, Giuliano, and Leonard 2019). Yet for firms, pay compression involves difficult trade-offs involving the benefits of respecting important fairness norms, the costs of turnover among higher-level employees, and the impact of weakened performance incentives on lower-level employees (Cohn et al. 2014; Cullen and Perez-Truglia 2018; Mas 2017).

Performance-based pay, in contrast, has clearer benefits for firms and more ambiguous effects on workers. A substantial body of research (including field and lab experiments and observational studies) has found that financial incentives tied to performance increase worker productivity (Garbers and Konradt 2014; Levitt and Neckermann 2015). Careful design of incentives is critical, though, as strong incentives can distort work effort and lead to gaming (Benson 2015).

On the worker side, performance-based pay increases inequality among coworkers (Barth et al. 2012) and may increase stress (Gerhart, Rynes, and Fulmer 2009; Parker et al. 2019). It also opens the opportunity for discrimination in pay setting (Castilla 2008; Mun and Kodama 2021), although organizational practices to increase oversight of pay and performance evaluations can help mitigate this issue (Castilla 2015). The relative costs of relying on performance-based pay to increase mobility likely depend on the details of how compensation systems are designed (i.e., team-based versus individual-performance pay) and assessment processes are implemented (which we discuss further, in the Recruiting and Hiring Practices section).

Evidence of inequality in other types of compensation, like health insurance provision and retirement benefits, is also emerging (Kristal, Cohen, and Navot 2018). Although we do not detail this research on the mobility effects of these other facets of compensation here, these benefits are underprovided for low-wage workers (Monaco and Pierce 2015). The
general US system in which employers provide these benefits can also lead to job lock, a situation in which employees are unable to leave their jobs because of the potential loss of employer-provided benefits such as health care (Garthwaite, Gross, and Notowidigdo 2014).

**Key Takeaways**

Pay does not exclusively track job titles or worker skills. Some employers are able to pay more than others and appear to have some discretion in setting pay levels or compressing pay. However, there is insufficient evidence that wage increases pay for themselves through indirect productivity or cost reduction channels. Future research on this is warranted—particularly research that identifies plausibly exogenous variation in pay, in the context of longer-term, standard employment relationships.

This research generally suggests that raising pay may require external pressures through tight labor markets, minimum-wage legislation, labor union pressure, or informal norms across an industry or sector. Alternatively, employers may be able to sustain higher pay through complementarities with employer practices that either bolster productivity or credibly increase worker bargaining power.

**Scheduling**

**Definition of Practices**

*Scheduling practices* refer to how work hours are set, including workers’ control over or input into their schedules, variation or volatility in the number of hours worked week to week, and advance notice of schedules. Scheduling practices vary substantially by workers’ education and occupational status (Kossek and Lautsch 2018; Mas and Pallais 2020). Driven by our concern with the economic mobility of less-advantaged workers, we focus on unstable schedules labeled *just-in-time scheduling* (Lambert 2008) or *precarious schedules* (Lambert, Fugiel, and Henly 2014; Schneider and Harknett 2019), rather than on employee-driven flexibility or schedule control among professional, managerial, and other white-collar workers (Kelly and Moen 2020).
Channels: How Would Scheduling Be Expected to Affect Mobility?

Unstable scheduling may affect economic security and mobility through income inadequacy (when workers are given fewer hours than needed) and income volatility (when number of hours worked fluctuates between weeks). Workers with variable schedules and limited schedule control also find it difficult to work a second job, so unstable schedules in a primary job often reduce total earnings (Hashemian, Ton, and Rahmandad 2020).

Additionally, the sustainability channel is important because the stress and work-family conflict associated with unstable schedules (Henly and Lambert 2014; Schneider and Harknett 2019) may encourage job exits, particularly for parents and other caregivers who need to coordinate care work with their paid work. Whereas job mobility across organizations often increases the earnings of low-income workers (e.g., Andersson et al. 2005), periods of unemployment or jumping into another lower-wage job with unstable schedules may instead exacerbate insecurity or increase debt. Workers managing unstable schedules and juggling complex work-family challenges also face a significant cognitive load, which we believe leaves them with less energy and capacity for longer-term career planning or skill building.

Unstable schedules reflect management efforts to tightly link labor expenditures to varying customer demands. Hours are added or cut depending, for instance, on the traffic in the store, the patients on the floor, or the orders a given warehouse must fill. These just-in-time scheduling practices are believed to tie labor costs to demand and so increase productivity (box 2). However, fine-tuned, rapid schedule adjustments may create vicious cycles of poor service, lost sales, and high turnover (Ton 2014; Williams et al. 2018), which raise the costs for employers. Public policy interventions may shift employers’ scheduling practices by requiring more stable schedules, advance notice of schedules, or commitments to minimum hours—these hours regulations are common in many countries and emerging in the US (e.g., Harknett, Schneider, and Irwin 2021).
The retail sector has largely embraced just-in-time scheduling, but Gap Inc. collaborated with researchers to experiment with new scheduling practices. This field experiment, conducted in 28 stores in the Chicago and San Francisco metropolitan areas, provides strong causal evidence of the positive impact of improved scheduling practices for employees and firms, but it also points to the challenges of changing management practices across many stores.

**Components of Scheduling Changes:** Stores randomized to the treatment group were asked to roll out a bundle of related changes: a new app to support shift swapping among employees, guidance to managers to set stable start and end times and default to stable schedules from week to week, a management commitment to provide a core team of associates with at least 20 hours a week, and additional labor hours to provide managers with a small scheduling buffer.

**Outcomes:** The stable-scheduling practices reduced stress among workers who were parents but not among nonparent workers, and they modestly increased self-reported sleep quality (with larger effects for younger workers and those with two jobs). Important, hours increased for a core group of workers, and turnover was reduced among more experienced sales associates who tend to have greater sales per hour. Store productivity increased 5.1 percent, a result of sales increasing 3.3 percent and labor costs decreasing 1.8 percent.

**Challenges:** Schedule consistency, predictability, and input improved only modestly overall. There was notable variation in the actual changes in scheduling practices across the treatment stores, pointing to implementation challenges. Corporate headquarters often made last-minute decisions about promotions, shipments, and leadership visits that encouraged managers to change workers’ schedules even in the treatment stores.

**Sources:** Kesavan et al. 2021; Williams, Lambert, and Saravanam 2018; Williams et al. 2019.

---

**Empirical Evidence**

Among workers in the bottom income quintile, month-to-month income swings of at least 30 percent are common (Farrell and Greig 2016), driven in part by hours volatility (Lambert, Henly, and Kim 2019). Workers with more volatile work hours, more schedule changes and shift cancellations, and the status of being “on call” are more likely to face
economic hardships including hunger, housing insecurity, and difficulty paying bills (Schneider and Harknett 2020).

Service-sector workers facing unstable schedules are more likely to leave their jobs. Specifically, those working on-call shifts are 21 percent more likely to leave than their counterparts, and those who have had shifts cancelled are 38 percent more likely to leave; last-minute schedule changes and short notice of schedules also predict exits (Choper, Schneider, and Harknett 2021). Turnover is 50 percent higher for service-sector workers reporting at least three types of scheduling instability than for those reporting none. Although job changes may lead to upward mobility, Choper, Schneider, and Harknett (2021, 22) found “job turnover is associated with downward mobility in earnings in the short run.”

Reforming scheduling practices can reduce turnover, as found in a group-randomized field experiment in Gap Inc. retail stores (Kesavan et al. 2021). That intervention included tech-supported shift swapping, guidance to managers to default to stable schedules, a commitment from management to schedule a core team of workers for at least 20 hours a week, and additional labor hours to provide managers with a small buffer when scheduling (Williams, Lambert, and Saravanan 2018). A field experiment in a white-collar workforce where an initiative provided workers with greater control over their work hours and location also found lower voluntary turnover for employees in the departments that received the intervention (7.6 percent versus 11.3 percent in departments following usual company policies; Moen et al. 2017).

In addition to reduced recruiting and training costs tied to lower turnover, changes in scheduling practices may increase productivity. The Gap Inc. experiment found that treated stores increased productivity about 5 percent (Kesavan et al. 2021;). In another study, increasing retail workers’ weekly hours (without changing overall labor hours) increased productivity 10 to 29 percent in different estimations (Mahdi Hashemian, Ton, and Rahmandad 2020). The implication is that employing fewer people but ensuring they have adequate hours can improve productivity while supporting those workers’ economic security.

Both the Gap study and an evaluation of Seattle’s Secure Scheduling Ordinance found that greater schedule stability and predictability improve well-being and sleep (Harknett, Schneider, and Irwin 2021; Williams et al. 2019). The policy evaluation further found that
“eliminating schedule unpredictability would reduce the share of workers experiencing at least one material hardship by 45 percentage points (from 64 to 19%)” (Harknett, Schneider, and Irwin 2021, 7).

**Key Takeaways**

In addition to work–family conflicts, stress, and sleep problems, unstable scheduling reduces economic security through increased income volatility and job exits. Researchers, policymakers, and employers have shown increased interest in scheduling, and exciting experimental studies have found that changes in scheduling practices can benefit employers through reduced turnover and increased productivity. We still need to learn more, though, about the longer-term impacts of unstable and precarious schedules on economic security and mobility, as well as how to implement stable scheduling prompted by both firm initiatives and fair workweek legislation more effectively.

**Leaves**

**Definition of Practices**

Leaves allow workers to take time away from work without job loss. This time away may be paid (often with partial wage replacement) or unpaid. Leaves may be provided by employers as a benefit or mandated by governments, with pay administered through social insurance schemes funded by employer and/or worker contributions. Although the US has fewer public policies mandating leaves, even firms’ leave benefits that seem to have been voluntarily adopted reflect corporate responses to shifting public policies, including antidiscrimination law that preceded the federal Family and Medical Leave Act or states’ paid–leave laws (Kelly and Dobbin 1999). Paid sick leaves and paid family leaves (including maternity, paternity, and other caregiving leaves) have been studied in US–based and comparative non–US research, with specific attention to how leaves affect women’s economic attainment and gender inequality.
Channels: How Would Leaves Be Expected to Affect Mobility?

Leaves are expected to operate primarily through the sustainability channel, providing formal opportunities to stay employed even though a worker needs to be away from the job for health or family-care reasons. Leaves would be expected to improve job continuity (and avoid income shocks from unemployment) and may increase economic mobility if workers invest more in firm-specific human capital when leaves are available or can leverage previous human capital investments to get promoted after a leave. However, negative effects on careers and income are plausible; long leaves may lead to depreciated human capital, and employers may avoid hiring women and others believed to be likely users of leaves, to avoid the costs of paid leaves (even though such decisions would violate antidiscrimination laws).

Empirical Evidence

Research has found that paid family and sick leave positively affect the economy (Olivetti and Petrongolo 2017), children’s outcomes (Carneiro, Løken, and Salvanes 2015; Pihl and Basso 2019; Stearns 2015; Van Niel et al. 2020), and maternal health (Bullinger 2019), but it has not clearly demonstrated the impact of leaves on individuals’ earning and longer-term mobility outcomes.

Studies of family leave policies in other countries suggest that paid leaves improve job continuity, increase employment rates for women (Rossin-Slater 2017; Ruhm 1998), and help reduce gender inequality. Leave policies in Norway, for example, significantly reduced the motherhood wage penalty (referring to the pay gap between similarly situated women who are mothers and those who are not (Petersen, Penner, and Høgsnes 2014). Additionally, cross-national research finds that workers with less education and those in “lower-skill” jobs benefit more from public leave laws, especially in high-inequality contexts (Hook and Paek 2020; Olivetti and Petrongolo 2017). Some of these studies find no long-term effects of leaves on earnings (Dahl-Jørgensen and Saksvik 2005; Lalive and Zweimüller 2009), whereas others find that longer leaves (e.g., 2–3 years) may have a lasting negative effect on labor-force attachment and earnings (Gangl and Ziefle 2009; Schönberg and Ludsteck 2014).

The situation in the US is quite different because the US does not currently have federally mandated paid family leaves or sick leaves of any length. Higher-wage workers in
the US are much more likely to have employer-provided paid family leaves (Gault et al. 2014) and paid sick leaves. Additionally, workers of color are less likely to be covered by the Family and Medical Leave Act, which provides job-protected unpaid leaves, partly because the law does not cover smaller workplaces and workers with less tenure and limited hours (Armenia and Gerstel 2006). Legal mandates to expand family leave may address these inequalities, and research in US states with paid-leave policies has found that employers report no reductions in productivity (Bartel et al. 2021). California’s leave law nearly doubled access to pay during leaves, increasing benefits for low-income and less-educated workers in particular, as well as for men who had not been covered by previous laws covering short-term maternity leave (Rossin-Slater, Ruhm, and Waldfogel 2013).

However, in the current context of primarily employer-provided leave policies, research finds that both men and women workers who take more parental leave, particularly a paid leave, have slower wage growth, and that women’s propensity to take longer leaves contributes to the gender pay gap (Kramer, Pak, and Park 2022). The implication is that public paid family-leave policies could support the economic security of workers in the US while reducing gender inequality.

**Key Takeaways**

Paid family and sick leaves support workers’ job continuity and increase women’s labor force participation, although longer leaves can hinder women’s employment and economic attainment. Because employer-provided paid-leave policies are much more likely to be available to workers with more education and higher wages, public policy interventions are needed to support economic mobility through paid leaves. More research is needed in the US as new state, local, and perhaps federal policies increase access to paid leaves, and as longer-term effects can be evaluated. Future research could fruitfully trace how paid leaves affect economic security over time, including for men and for caregiving, not just maternity leave, with a focus on noncollege workers. These questions are important to examine in the US because existing research is largely from countries with more stable employment relationships and more generous public safety nets that are activated during periods of leave. Additionally, intersectional analyses of the impact of leaves during and after the COVID-19 pandemic would be valuable, given different risks to families and communities by race, ethnicity, and class.
Recruitment and Hiring Practices

Definition of Practices

Employers’ recruitment and hiring practices determine who has access to good jobs. We review (1) organizational practices that may minimize the impact of common biases and (2) practices that can broaden access to good jobs for people with fewer formal credentials or limited social networks but who still have the skills (or capacity to develop the skills) needed to perform well in those jobs.

Channels: How Would Recruitment and Hiring Practices Be Expected to Affect Mobility?

Recruitment and hiring practices are expected to operate primarily through the accessibility channel. Recruitment strategies can attract more people from underrepresented groups, and unbiased hiring practices can broaden access to “good jobs.” Historically, racism and discrimination in hiring have contributed to racial income and wealth gaps. Recent experimental data found that distinctively Black names on résumés reduced probability of employer contact by 2.1 percent relative to distinctively white names (Kline, Rose, and Walters 2021). Moreover, meta-analyses of audit studies (which compare employers’ response to, for example, equivalent applications from Black and white applicants) found no decrease in discrimination against Black applicants and only small decreases in discrimination against Hispanic applicants in the US since 1989 (Quillian et al. 2017).

Besides explicit and implicit biases, structural barriers can make it difficult for racialized minorities and women with caregiving responsibilities to accumulate the credentials and continuous work histories that employers associate with trustworthiness, commitment, and productivity. Importantly, Black Americans are disproportionately concentrated in communities with less educational funding and higher risks of arrest (Kim and Kiesel 2018), imprisonment (Enders, Pecorino, and Souto 2019), or unemployment (Ritter and Taylor 2011). Employers respond negatively to those life events, even when candidates’ skills, experience, and credentials are similar to their white counterparts’ (e.g., Pager, Bonikowski, and Western 2009; Pedulla 2016, 2020). Interrupted work histories also affect gender inequality, with hiring penalties for those who have taken time out for child rearing or other caregiving (e.g., Goldin 2014; Weisshaar 2018).
Some advocates question whether formal educational credentials are the best indicator of skill, noting that workers who are “skilled through alternative routes” make up a significant portion of the labor force but that middle- and higher-wage employers often require degrees (Opportunity@Work and Accenture 2020). If formal educational credentials are not always necessary for strong performance in a job but are still required by employers, shifting hiring practices to consider workers who lack credentials but have relevant skills—thus increasing access to good jobs—is one way employers can support worker mobility (box 3).

**Box 3**

**Year Up: Training Initiatives that Broaden Access**

Employers can make positions more accessible to capable applicants without traditional credentials by partnering with organizations like Year Up. Year Up is a nonprofit group that provides professional and technical skill training to young adults facing economic insecurity. Participants are placed into internships with partnering employers, many of whom are aware that requiring a college degree for certain roles is unnecessarily prohibitive. Most funding for this program comes from employers that pay the organization for interns and donations. Researchers measured outcomes in earnings in a randomized controlled trial involving 2,544 young adults who were either part of a treatment group that was encouraged to participate in Year Up or part of a control group that was prohibited from enrolling.

**Outcomes:** Seventy-five percent of all people in the treatment group completed the program. Findings show increases in average quarterly earnings of $1,857, 38 percent higher than the control group for low-income and predominantly minority young adults at early follow-ups. The share of participants earning at least $15 an hour increased from 15 percent to 46 percent after just 18 months, and increased income effects persisted to the end of a five-year period. Treatment group members were more likely to work in high-paying sectors, with 52 percent either in information technology or in the business/financial sector in contrast to 19 percent in the control group. Employers who hired their Year Up interns after the internship have improved retention and greater savings tied to hiring fewer college graduates.

**Challenges:** Year Up requires intensive recruitment and screening. Screening for a high school diploma or GED still excludes a large share of people who might benefit from this program. Further, even after increasing access to higher-paying jobs, employers' pursuit of lower wages for noncollege workers relative to college-educated workers in the same job is cause for caution.

**Sources:** Fuller and Raman 2017; Katz et al. 2020; Miller 2021.
Structured hiring processes that limit managerial discretion and increase transparency and accountability may mitigate identity-based bias and identify broader groups of high-quality workers (Dana, Dawes, and Peterson 2013; Rivera 2020, 3). Formalized processes would seem to limit discrimination but can backfire when not implemented alongside accountability measures (Dobbin and Kalev 2016; Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015; Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly 2006). For example, some formalized hiring rules such as performance evaluations have null or negative effects on the racial and gender diversity of managers, except among federal contractors or when those rules are paired with the presence of a diversity manager (Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015). Formalized job postings and publicized job ladders (which create more transparency about opportunities within a firm) are also promising, predicting greater racial and gender diversity in management positions (Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015).

Research evaluating employers’ responses to experimentally identical résumés of Black, Hispanic, and white applicants documents continued hiring discrimination by race (Quillian et al. 2017), prompting the question of what employer policies or practices might limit or avoid discriminatory hiring decisions. Linking an organizational survey to a hiring audit, Pedulla and colleagues found less discrimination against Black applicants in organizations that have more formalized policies and procedures, administrative infrastructure (i.e., separate human resources, legal, and equal opportunity departments), and networking and mentoring programs specifically for employees of color (Pedulla et al. n.d.).

Behavioral design changes also show promise for reducing bias in hiring. Research suggests that blinding will reduce gender disparities in hiring (Goldin and Rouse 2000) but may also reduce the opportunity to proactively select for underrepresented candidates or strategically increase diversity across teams; the overall impact of blinding on demographics requires further study (Bohnet 2016). One study found that evaluating candidates jointly rather than separately led decisions to be based on individual performance rather than group stereotype. Specifically, evaluators tended more frequently to choose men for mathematical tasks and women for verbal tasks—with equivalent performance information—when evaluating candidates one by one than when they compared across candidates (Bohnet, van Geen, and Bazerman 2015).
Employers are turning to algorithmic hiring, hoping that algorithms will be less biased and identify strong, diverse pools of candidates (e.g., Cowgill and Tucker 2019). There is a legitimate concern that algorithms built on data from past and incumbent role holders will replicate and obscure any biases, although such algorithms could be written proactively to encourage “exploration” of less traditional candidates (Li, Raymond, and Bergman 2020). Along with proactive monitoring of disparate impact on candidates, innovations in hiring technology have incorporated blinding as well as joint evaluation to guard against halo effects, but the effects of these innovations have not yet been documented empirically (Trindel, Polli, and Glazebrook 2020).

Not much evidence is available on which specific employer practices draw broader, more diverse talent pools, although targeted recruiting (e.g., going to Hispanic-serving and historically Black colleges for recruiting) has been found to increase the racial diversity of the managerial workforce over time (Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015). Some research suggests that subtle moves to create more inclusive environments (e.g., removing posters for male-typed movies in a computer science lab) encourage people from traditionally excluded groups to pursue training and jobs in these fields (e.g., Cheryan, Master, and Meltzoff 2015), but more research is needed to explore how employer practices and cultures affect “supply side” decisions to pursue a particular job or field.

Apprenticeships, internships, and other employment trials have been suggested as strategies for overcoming employers’ potentially biased beliefs about a given candidate’s abilities, because these experiences provide specific information about an individual’s performance and build social ties within the organization (Sterling and Fernandez 2018).

Workers are sometimes excluded from good jobs because of formal credential requirements that do not reflect the real requirements of a job or summarize a candidate’s true abilities. One study comparing current workers to those applying for jobs that require college degrees found that 63 percent of new job postings for production supervisor required a college degree in 2015, but only 16 percent of incumbent production supervisors in 2015 had that degree (Fuller and Raman 2017). Moreover, research tracking job requirements in positions posted during the Great Recession found that substantial numbers of employers expanded their requirements for educational experience as unemployment rates shifted (Modestino, Shoag, and Ballance 2016, 2020). The implication is that employers’ declared job requirements are flexible and could be broadened to include workers with less traditional credentials if employers were actively trying to improve
mobility for less-educated individuals and racialized minorities (Fuller and Raman 2017).
Because a lack of traditional credentials often reflects structural barriers to training
opportunities and good jobs, and because occupational skills of noncredentialed candidates
may be reliable predictors of employee performance, more research is warranted on how
employers can expand the applicant pool by considering nontraditional candidates (see box
3 for one example).

It is well known that criminal records make it more difficult for qualified applicants to
be hired (e.g., Pager 2003; Pager, Bonikowski, and Western 2009). However, simply
removing questions about a criminal record may not work to broaden access to good jobs.
One study revealed that absent explicit questions on criminal histories, hiring managers
seemed to rely on negative stereotypes about Black individuals. In this scenario, Black
applicants were called back only 70 percent as often as white applicants (Raphael 2021). A
similar pattern has been documented when employers were told not to disqualify
applicants based on credit scores; doing so disproportionately harms Black workers
(Ballance, Clifford, and Shoag 2020). These studies illustrate the importance of empirical,
ideally experimental, evaluations of well-intentioned changes in hiring practices and other
employer practices.

Several of these hiring practices come with benefits, or at least no evident harm, to
employers. Implementing antibias hiring practices may help firms improve their
performance, as indicated by one study reporting that hiring bias in firms was negatively
associated with profitability (Kline, Rose, and Walters 2021). Evidence indicates that skills
testing can improve firm performance without decreasing the number of hires of people of
color (Autor and Scarborough 2008; Hoffman, Kahn, and Li 2017; Rivera 2020), although it
may also reduce racial diversity in management (Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015). These
findings suggest that skills tests help employers identify high-performing candidates from
diverse backgrounds, but they are not always paired with opportunities for advancement
for minority workers. Employers may be able to leverage the positive effects of these
practices without harming minorities and women by implementing guardrails for
accountability, such as oversight by diversity officers or other strategies for internal
monitoring (e.g., Castilla 2015; Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015).
Key Takeaways

Research on what employers can do differently and better in the hiring process is scattered, with formalized hiring procedures (in conjunction with oversight from those focused on diversity), internships, and certain design changes potentially broadening access to higher-paid roles. There is much more to learn, though, about the impact of different recruitment and hiring practices for different groups of workers, including how these practices affect mobility and reduce racial and gender gaps in leadership over time. Reevaluations of traditional educational credentials and related training investments may help employers reach broader, more diverse populations and move those workers into better-paying jobs and career tracks. More research is needed to document the impact of skills-based hiring on employee outcomes and firm performance. Studies that track mobility over time of employees who were hired through practices that “expand the pipeline” would illuminate the long-term effects of these efforts.

Promotion Practices

Definition of Practices

Employers can directly facilitate mobility for entry-level workers by providing opportunities for promotion into higher-paying positions. But what evidence supports this, and what specific features of internal mobility systems increase opportunity? In this section, we consider trade-offs associated with more- or less-structured promotion systems; the basis on which promotion decisions occur (performance evaluation, credentials, network sponsorship, or tenure); and the underlying structure of within-firm job opportunities. Our assessment of promotion structures also recognizes that internal job changing within a firm often has been less likely to support mobility, relative to workers switching organizations altogether (external job changes; Kalleberg and Mouw 2018). We further consider strategies to integrate career development processes across several employers.

Channels: How Would Promotion Practices Be Expected to Affect Mobility?

Promotions have a direct effect on higher pay; they consistently bring a pay increase for promoted workers (Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom 1994). Promotions can also increase
organizational commitment and retention by rewarding employees for their effort and reinforcing motivation while reducing firms’ turnover costs. We therefore see these practices as operating through the job quality and sustainability channels.

The details of promotion systems can matter too. Substantial supervisor discretion over promotion decisions could introduce bias into an important mobility channel. Likewise, the actual job opportunities available within a firm are an important constraint on whether promotion drives mobility.

On the firm side, promotion offers two advantages. First, internal hiring can help employers by allowing them to use private information about workers that is not accessible to labor market competitors (Benson and Rissing 2020; Bidwell and Mollick 2015). Second, the credible possibility of promotion can serve as a motivator for front-line workers. Both of these firm-side benefits can have offsetting costs for workers if they substitute for higher starting pay. Promotion can also cost employers if lower-level workers are moved out of jobs at which they excel and into managerial positions where their performance is worse (Benson, Li, and Shue 2019).

**Empirical Evidence**

Much of the literature comparing internal hiring and promotion systems with external moves has relied on samples of white-collar and managerial workers. This literature indicates that internal hiring is more likely to yield upward occupational mobility relative to external moves (DeVaro, Kauhanen, and Valmari 2019). At the same time, even though external moves are more likely to be lateral with respect to occupation and job title, they provide higher pay relative to job level than do internal moves (Bidwell and Mollick 2015; DeVaro, Kauhanen, and Valmari 2019). This comparison implies one benefit of internal hiring for employers: internal hires can be paid less for a given role than external hires (Bidwell 2011). For the white-collar and managerial workers in these studies, it implies a trade-off between job switches that bring immediate wage gains and switches that bring occupational upgrades.

The focus of the internal hiring research on white-collar workers reflects the limited role that promotions play in careers of less-educated workers. Evidence looking specifically at low-wage workers indicates that switching away from a current employer is the dominant pathway out of low-wage work, representing about two-thirds of “escapes”
over a six-year period (Andersson, Holzer, and Lane 2005). Even when researchers focus on workers’ upward occupational mobility, they find that workers starting in low-paid occupations are more likely to move into a higher-paying occupation by switching employers than by staying with the same employers (Wilmers and Kimball 2021). Moreover, external mobility disproportionately benefits low-wage and young workers (Haltiwanger, Hyatt, and McEntarfer 2018). Despite the potential benefits of internal mobility for low-wage workers, promotion is not currently a dominant pathway of upward mobility. Most low-wage workers currently need to switch employers to achieve upward mobility.

Another downside of promotion is that if it is based on subjective performance evaluations, it opens the possibility for bias in who gets to move up. Performance evaluations often exhibit bias against women (Joshi, Son, and Roh 2015), and surveys find that promotion systems provide less benefit for Black workers than for white workers (Baldi and McBrier 1997; Smith 2005). On the other hand, external hiring can also suffer from racial or gender disparity, as we discuss in the Recruitment and Hiring Practices section.

How can promotion systems be done well? Similar to hiring, structured decisionmaking could reduce bias in the promotion process. However, highly structured job ladders can also separate workers starting in a lower-wage job category into a lower-ranked track (DiPrete and Soule 1988). A study of white-collar workers suggested that allowing open bidding on jobs benefits employers and workers (Keller 2018) and that firms publicizing job ladders (i.e., one indicator of structured promotion systems) see greater increases in the racial diversity of their managerial workforces (Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015). We found little research on how the substantive criteria for promotion, like tenure, performance reviews, or network-based sponsorship, affect mobility outcomes.

In the current period of flattened firms, delayering, outsourcing, and skill segregation, it is unclear how many employers of low-wage workers have enough high-wage jobs to make promotion viable (Lane et al. 2003). Perhaps because of this, recent discussion of career paths for low-wage workers has gone beyond employer practices to consider collaborative training projects spanning multiple employers within a sector (box 4). Such sectoral programs are typically aimed at training disadvantaged applicants for employment in specific industries that have both good starting wages and better promotion opportunities than those found in the service sector or other “dead-end jobs”
For example, a health care or life-sciences sector initiative would provide training on specific skills needed for these growing, better-paying fields and supplement that with soft-skills training, job-placement support, and services for workers who are placed in new jobs and their employers. These programs also work with employers to encourage internal mobility structures for career development (Lowe et al. 2018). Another alternative is to create additional job tiers within a single employer: quasi-experimental evidence among certified nursing assistants found that job tiers supported by formal training improved retention and wages as well as quality of care (Fitzgerald 2006).

**Key Takeaways**

Relative to switching employers, promotion practices within firms are not currently a dominant pathway out of low-wage work. These practices also face constraints as a general strategy for mobility, given the flat and job-segregated nature of many organizations: there may not be enough higher-level jobs within firms that employ low-wage workers for promotion to be a broad mobility strategy. However, because promotion systems can benefit firms and workers, further research on effective promotion systems is worthwhile. Structured career ladders that avoid segregating marginalized groups at the bottom are needed; likewise, some low-wage workers may benefit from clear pathways for skill building and job switching.

**Box 4**

**Sector-Focused Training Programs: Employers and Partners Working Together to Broaden Access**

**Overview:** Sector-focused training programs are a promising approach to building career mobility for disadvantaged workers. These programs move beyond the single-employer strategies on which this report focuses and could offer a way around the limitations of the single-employer promotion systems that we identify. However, because of worker self-selection into these programs, it is generally difficult to assess the effects of training. A recent study addressed this problem by analyzing data from randomized controlled trial evaluations of eight different programs.

**Intervention:** Sector-focused training programs focus on providing skills for specific industries and jobs that pay relatively high wages. They go beyond conventional training programs by supplementing occupation-specific education with soft-skills training, job-
placement support, and follow-up services to both workers and employers. These programs run from a few weeks to six months and recruit from populations of disadvantaged workers.

A key component of these programs is significant engagement with employers. Employers are critical both for helping define relevant skills for the programs to target, and for providing supportive employment following program completion and worker placement.

**Outcomes:** The programs evaluated consistently increased employment in high-wage jobs for participants. For instance, WorkAdvance increased employment rates generally and increased the share of workers earning at least $15 an hour by 5.5 percent. Follow-up surveys suggested these earnings gains are mainly caused by expanding the share of participants placed into higher-wage jobs, industries, and occupations. Supplementary evidence showed that these programs had lasting effects for workers for nearly a decade after their participation. These results suggest that continued and expanded employer engagement with these programs could be a promising pathway through which they can enhance mobility for disadvantaged workers.


---

**Work Systems**

**Definition of Practices**

How work is organized — the content of the tasks, and the relationships in which employees are embedded—significantly affects employees' day-to-day experiences as well as their skills, motivation, and contribution opportunities. Practices we review in this category include organizing work around teams; providing feedback and training to employees; decentralization and participation enhancement (e.g., process improvement); and enhancing job design through autonomy, task significance, and skill variety at work (Boon, Den Hartog, and Lepak 2019; Hackman and Oldham 1976; Jiang et al. 2012; Subramony 2009). Some of these practices (e.g., process improvement, feedback, and incentive pay) overlap with those studied under “structured management practices” (Bloom and Van Reenen 2007), though such research primarily focuses on firm outcomes and thus is not reviewed here in detail (but see work by Bloom, Kretschmer, and Van Reenen [2009] for the impact of structured management practices on employee outcomes).
Several work-system practices promise to align employee and employer outcomes by offering pathways to motivate, empower, and upskill the employees (Jiang et al. 2012). Specifically, teams, autonomy, and other decentralized participation systems empower workers to contribute more; rich social networks and several job design features may enhance motivation (along with compensation, as covered earlier in the Pay and Wages section); and training, rigorous selection, and feedback improve employee skills.

The promise is that when all components of skill, contribution opportunity, and motivation are present, employees will be more productive, generating surplus that can be shared between workers and employers. Workers also will be more satisfied with their jobs and have lower turnover. Therefore, both the job quality and sustainability channels are relevant. The three components (skills, opportunities to contribute, and motivation) are complementary: absent any of them, employee productivity will not improve, and the potential surplus that would motivate the firm to implement and maintain these practices will be lost. For example, increasing worker responsibility complements practices such as training or interpersonal skill building (Ichniowski and Shaw 2003). Complementarities also extend to the match between work systems and external contexts (e.g., business cycles; Kim and Ployhart 2014) and industry dynamism (Datta, Guthrie, and Wright 2005) as well as core production technologies. Flexible manufacturing, for instance, would benefit more from empowered, motivated, and skilled employees than mass production (MacDuffie 1995). Therefore, work system practices are often combined with performance-based compensation and selective hiring and internal promotion to form coherent “bundles” of practices (which we call High-Involvement Work Systems, or HIWS) that promise better outcomes for workers and the firm in combination versus in isolation (box 5).
**Box 5**

**High Involvement Work Systems Practices at QuikTrip**

QuikTrip is a private US convenience store and gas station chain with 24,000 employees and $11 billion in annual revenue as of 2010. In a competitive, cost-focused sector, the company has adopted several practices associated with high involvement work systems:

- **Compensation and benefits:** Base pay is almost double the industry average. Compensation includes stock ownership, profit-based bonuses, and 401(k) contributions of up to 6 percent of salary; generous health coverage; and paid vacation of 2–5 weeks, based on tenure.

- **Hiring and promotion:** Hiring is selective (~2 percent of applicants are hired); 100 percent of front-line managers are promoted from within; company has a no-layoff policy.

- **Work systems:** Workers receive two weeks of training at entry and extensive additional training for every promotion; company cross-trains and empowers workers to do multiple tasks. Respect for front-line workers is reinforced by management; a relief employee pool ensures adequate staffing in event of leaves/vacations; front-line employees are empowered to order merchandise and solve customer problems. Company uses continuous process improvement to enhance systems and processes and conducts regular anonymous 360-degree reviews as well as feedback meetings with supervisors.

**Outcomes:** Employee satisfaction is high, with annual turnover rates at 13 percent and 36 percent for full- and part-time employees, compared with industry averages of 109 percent and 157 percent. The company has regularly made it to *Fortune Magazine’s* “100 Best Companies to Work For” list, with employees highlighting good pay, bonuses, benefits, a friendly environment, and flexible schedules (though some find it too fast paced with long hours). QuikTrip has regularly outperformed all competitors in per-store profits, customer satisfaction and loyalty, sales per labor hour and square foot, and shrinkage. The chain has been growing steadily for the past three decades.

**Challenges:** The company builds in a two-year investment period before new-store profitability is expected; providing growth opportunities for employees requires continuous expansion into new markets; the very selective hiring process may not be generalizable to whole sectors of the economy; a case study does not establish causality between adopted practices at QuikTrip and firm and employee outcomes.

Empirical Evidence

A large body of evidence supports the benefits of these practices for firm outcomes (Bloom et al. 2013; Knight and Parker 2021; Rabl et al. 2014; Subramony 2009). There is also evidence that bundles of complementary practices are more important than individual practices (Combs et al. 2006; Ichniowski and Shaw 2003; MacDuffie 1995; Subramony 2009). However, empirical issues in measuring complementarity are complex; thus the role of complementarity is not unambiguously settled. Moreover, the overall benefits of HIWS for both employees and the firm are closely tied to whether employees perceive management practices as signals of mutual commitment (Boxall and Macky 2009; Nishii, Lepak, and Schneider 2008), increasing the heterogeneity in the outcomes of these practices (Bloom, Sadun, and Van Reenen 2012). When we consider single practices that fall under the work-system heading, benefits to the firm are found for practices that enhance employee involvement (e.g., Total Quality Management programs) and training (Rabl et al. 2014; Subramony 2009).

The strongest effects for employees come from practices that change job characteristics by enhancing autonomy, flexibility, skill variety, task identity and significance, job feedback, and social support (Humphrey, Nahrgang, and Morgeson 2007). Moreover, research finds participatory intervention programs and HIWS often contribute to workers’ well-being (Böckerman, Bryson, and Ilmakunnas 2012; Fox et al. 2021). There is also some evidence on diversity benefits of HIWS. For instance, organizations with self-managed teams and cross-training see greater diversification of their managerial workforces (Kalev 2009), suggesting that these work design strategies allow workers of color and white women to develop the skills and networks needed to move up. On the other hand, a few studies have identified negative effects of HIWS from increased stress and overload (e.g., Gupta et al. 2018; Jensen, Patel, and Messersmith 2013; Pohler and Luchak 2014). In sum, employees’ gains from HIWS are evident for satisfaction and social relationships but less clear for health and stress outcomes (Van De Voorde, Paauwe, and Van Veldhoven 2012).

The causal effects on employee earnings and mobility are mixed (Handel and Gittleman 2004). Some evidence demonstrates that these practices reduce turnover (Chênevert, Jourdain, and Vandenberghe 2016; Glisson, Dukes, and Green 2006) and enhance promotion opportunities (Bonet 2014). To the extent that HIWS increase workers’ productivity, their earnings would increase if firms shared those gains with employees. Yet that sharing should not be taken for granted, especially absent strong worker
representation. Empirical evidence is limited, and one study suggests that enriched jobs attract employees with higher skills, acting as a selection process rather than improving the mobility of incumbent workers (Böckerman, Bryson, and Ilmakunnas 2013). These practices may benefit external workers’ access to better jobs, but by keeping employees in one organization, they may slow down the upward mobility some may attain through switching jobs. Overall, thoughtfully curated bundles of HIWS practices have the potential to offer win–win opportunities to employers and their existing employees, but more research is needed on the mobility implications of these practices.

**Key Takeaways**

Several practices can contribute to work systems that enhance employee productivity and experience while improving organizational performance. To realize these benefits, practices need to be designed carefully to build on complementary combinations that simultaneously increase employee motivation, skills and capabilities, and opportunities for contribution. Although work design can enhance current employees’ job quality, its impact on broadening access and growth opportunities for diverse workers is unknown. Several research directions on work design and worker mobility are promising. First, the benefits of HIWS for low-wage workers, especially in the service sector, are critical but less studied; also beneficial are new studies focused on small firms, including their unique adoption challenges. Second, existing studies focus on benefits for existing workers in the current firm, but their impact on focal workers’ outcomes beyond the current firm, and opportunities for the workforce outside of the focal firm, are poorly understood. Last, existing case studies on how HIWS can be designed to realize win–win opportunities could be augmented by

- experimental or quasi-experimental studies that establish the viability of these alternative strategies;

- in-depth and empirically grounded structural models that tease out how different practices complement each other, and how more effective HIWS could be designed; and

- studies of the implementation process—how employees, managers, and the market perceive this process, and what the common challenges and facilitating factors are.

Such research can provide blueprints for more effective adoption.
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Initiatives

Definition and Channels through Which Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Practices Are Expected to Affect Mobility

Our review thus far notes that race- and gender-neutral practices can lead to positive mobility outcomes that benefit people of color and women working in traditionally male fields. Additionally, practices specifically aimed at improving mobility for traditionally excluded groups (particularly racial minorities and women in male-dominated fields) can operate through all three channels of mobility (improving job quality, broadening access, and sustaining workers settled in good jobs) to improve worker outcomes.

Diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) practices take many different forms, each addressing specific mobility channels. Targets or numerical goals for diversifying the workforce broaden access to jobs that pay more or offer more advancement opportunities by encouraging the hiring manager or the firm to prioritize qualified applicants from traditionally underrepresented groups (Miller 2017; see also box 6 and the Hiring and Recruitment Practices section in this report). Employee resource groups can make jobs more attractive to candidates from diverse backgrounds, facilitate supportive organizational culture through mentorship, and expand opportunities for upward mobility through increased learning and visibility with senior leaders (Welbourne, Rolf, and Schlachter 2015), which improves job quality apart from wages. Diversity training may reduce managers’ and coworkers’ biases (although the evidence that it does so is weak; see, e.g., Onyeador, Hudson, and Lewis 2021) and therefore make it more likely that candidates from underrepresented groups will be hired, supported in their work, and promoted. Harassment intervention and prevention initiatives are meant to operate through the sustainability channel, because workers who are harassed or feel mistreated are more likely to leave and forgo firm-specific skills and human capital.
Box 6
Diversifying the Applicant Pool

Recent experimental evidence on affirmative action commitments, targets, and quotas indicates that these policies are among the most promising of the DEI practices for broadening access to higher-paying jobs. Affirmative action here refers to a direct commitment from the employer to hire candidates from diverse backgrounds, whereas targets and quotas are numerical or proportional goals for hiring either women or people of color.

Outcomes: A field experiment in Colombia found that an announcement that at least half the hires for a posted job position would be women increased female job seekers’ interest in a job. Women in the control group (who didn’t receive that announcement) exhibited significantly less interest in the position than male candidates. The public announcement of a commitment to hire women increased both women’s interest and the amount of time and effort they spent on the application but did not change the amount of effort male candidates exerted (Banerjee et al. 2021). Relatedly, in a study of coding programs in Lima and Mexico City, an experimental condition that provided information about female role models, career prospects, and peer networks also significantly increased women’s application rates (Del Carpio and Guadalupe 2018). Yet another study found that when Fortune 500 firms directly signaled interest in increasing racial diversity through a statement on the application, Black and Hispanic candidates were about twice as likely to be interested in the position and were significantly more likely to apply and be hired than when the firm made a vaguer statement (such as about valuing diversity in fields of study; Flory et al. 2018). Importantly, these statements did not change the interest and application rates for individuals in the ethnic majority.

Challenges: Hiring quotas may lead to distorted peer reviews later on, in which those in the targeted or prioritized group receive significantly less-favorable reviews from peers, even when they have similar actual performance (Petters and Schroeder 2020). This experimental evidence points to the possibility that quotas or targets may lead to more diverse representation in new hires but may not necessarily set those workers up for future success in the firm.

Sources: Banerjee et al. 2021; Del Carpio and Guadalupe 2018; Flory et al. 2018; Petters and Schroeder 2020.

Empirical Evidence

Older research on affirmative action programs shows they have the potential to increase employment of women and Black individuals (Leonard 1990), suggesting that numerical
targets may increase mobility and reduce inequality even if framed as goals rather than policy-driven quotas. More recent work finds the primary beneficiaries of affirmative action in federal contracting from 1973 to 2003 were Black and Native American women and men (Kurtulus 2016). The effect of federal affirmative action regulation on the racial composition of establishments has been steady increases in the share of Black employees, even after the establishment is released from government oversight (Miller 2017). Given the increased interest in achieving specific representation goals, and the trend on the part of large companies such as Coca-Cola and Microsoft to publicize racial-diversity targets, further research on the various ways that employers are approaching these goals, and their impact on both representation and careers or mobility over time, is warranted (Rivera 2020).

The evidence tying diversity training to individual workers’ economic mobility is very limited. At the establishment level, mandatory diversity training focused on legal compliance has been associated with decreases in representation of workers of color in management positions (Dobbin and Kalev 2019; Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly 2006). Furthermore, organizations with diversity training are no less likely than those without to discriminate against Black workers in hiring but are also no more likely to do so (Pedulla et al. n.d.). Recent experiments do point to some plausible benefits from voluntary diversity training programs, though. One study found white-collar employees randomized to a diversity training were more likely to informally mentor and publicly recognize the strong performance of women and racial minorities (Chang et al. 2019), potentially setting these groups up for future mobility. These effects were greater for women and racial minorities in company diversity training, suggesting that the program inspired them to take action for other coworkers from underrepresented groups (Chang et al. 2019). A randomized controlled trial of 92 departments at the University of Wisconsin–Madison found that faculty in departments randomized to receive a (voluntary) diversity training workshop felt more prepared to address diversity concerns and reported a better departmental climate (Carnes et al. 2015). More research is needed to identify (1) what types of diversity training succeed in creating more inclusive, supportive cultures and (2) whether exposure to diversity training affects the economic mobility of and pay gaps for racial-minority, women, and noncollege workers over time.

Although diversity training is perhaps oversold, diversity task forces and committees are surprisingly effective in diversifying the management ranks (Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly
2006). A diversity task force can gather data; identify useful policy changes in hiring, evaluation, or rewards systems; and solidify organizational commitments to DEI by pulling managers and employees together across units and roles, at relatively low cost to the firm (Dobbin and Kalev 2016).

Evidence from higher-wage, professional occupations points to positive impacts of employee resource groups and structured mentorship programs, suggesting workplace efforts to build relationships are fruitful for employees from marginalized and historically disadvantaged groups. For example, randomized assignment to a mentoring program increased women economists’ retention in academia and their odds of getting tenure (Ginther et al. 2020). Additionally, a hiring audit paired with an organizational survey found that workplaces with race-specific networking and mentoring initiatives are less likely to discriminate against Black applicants (Pedulla et al. n.d.).

There is significant evidence documenting the physical, mental, and financial costs of harassment in the workplace; in fact, evidence points toward significant productivity gains for women when the threat of harassment is reduced (Cici et al. 2021). Studies have shown that harassment training can actually exacerbate hostility toward people reporting harassment and women generally (Icekson, Tziner, and Bareket-Bojmel 2020), although training tends to be more effective in organizations that already have a higher proportion of women in management (Dobbin and Kalev 2019). Bystander interventions are growing in popularity as a method for empowering individuals to intervene in harassment situations (Coker et al. 2016), but the implications of these strategies for targets’ or bystanders’ careers and mobility has not been evaluated.

**Key Takeaways**

Overall, goals and numerical targets for underrepresented workers may broaden access to higher-paying jobs without negative effects on the hiring pool or productivity. Employee resource groups and mentorship seem to be effective, though research is from high-wage settings. Diversity and harassment training have the potential to worsen conditions for people of color and white women, while task forces and committees show promise.

There are several important directions for research in this space. First, future work should investigate how DEI and harassment initiatives affect the retention of diverse candidates more directly. Although a supportive and inclusive climate would seem critical
for workers’ recruitment, retention, and interest in advancing within a given firm (or field), the organizational policies and specific employer practices that foster a supportive and inclusive climate are not clear. Second, we note that much of the best research on DEI practices has taken place in professional and managerial occupations and other high-wage settings. More research is needed on what DEI practices look like in low-wage settings and how they affect the security and mobility of low-wage workers over the longer-term.

**Summary of Employer Practices and Their Impact on Worker Mobility**

Table 1 summarizes the findings discussed in the previous sections. For each employee practice we discuss the effect on employees and on the firm, distinguishing between different channels of impact (job quality, access, and sustainability for employees; performance, cost, and retention for firms). We also provide a qualitative assessment of the type of effect as well as the level of confidence in that effect. We label effect types as positive, neutral, and negative, and we apply the label *heterogeneous* when there is evidence that a practice’s effects vary by context (i.e., are conditional). We also summarize our confidence in the evidence using the labels *consistent* and *uncertain*; we use *uncertain* if there is only one study on that effect, even if the research was well designed. We provide only a few example studies per practice and emphasize those with longitudinal or (quasi-) experimental designs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Worker mobility: Channel and assessment of evidence (positive, negative, heterogeneous; consistent or uncertain)</th>
<th>Firms: Mechanism or evidence</th>
<th>Discordant citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pay and wages</td>
<td>Performance-based pay</td>
<td>Sustainability; Negative, Uncertain (Gerhart, Rynes, and Fulmer 2009; Parker et al. 2019)</td>
<td>Productivity: Positive, Consistent (Garbers and Konradt 2014; Levitt and Neckermann 2015)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Workers are willing to pay for stable schedules, so earn less (Mas and Pallais 2017)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Worker mobility: Channel and assessment of evidence (positive, negative, heterogeneous; consistent or uncertain)</th>
<th>Firms: Mechanism or evidence</th>
<th>Discordant citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td>Adequate hours</td>
<td>Job quality—higher pay: Positive, Consistent (by definition for hourly workers) Sustainability: Positive, Uncertain (Choper, Schneider, and Harknett 2021; Williams, Lambert, and Saravanan 2018)</td>
<td>Retention: Positive, Uncertain (Choper, Schneider, and Harknett 2021; Williams, Lambert, and Saravanan 2018) Productivity: Positive, Consistent (Mahdi Hashemian, Ton, and Rahmandad 2020; Williams, Lambert, and Saravanan 2018)</td>
<td>Increased work hours may offset subjective well-being benefits (Lott and Chung 2016; Schieman, Milkie, and Glavin 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>Paid family leaves</td>
<td>Sustainability: Positive, Uncertain (by length of leave) for employment (Rossin-Slater 2017; Rossin-Slater, Ruhm, and Waldfogel 2013) Job quality—increased wages: Neutral, Uncertain (Rossin-Slater 2017; Schönberg and Ludsteck 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>Sick Leaves</td>
<td>Sustainability: Positive, Uncertain (Kristal, Cohen, and Navot 2018; Schneider 2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring</td>
<td>Structured decision-making processes (e.g., skills testing)</td>
<td>Access: Heterogeneous, Uncertain (Autor and Scarborough 2008; Dana, Dawes, and Peterson 2013; Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015; Rivera 2020)</td>
<td>Performance: Positive, Uncertain (Hoffman, Kahn, and Li 2018)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Worker mobility: Channel and assessment of evidence (positive, negative, heterogeneous; consistent or uncertain)</td>
<td>Firms: Mechanism or evidence</td>
<td>Discordant citations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring</td>
<td>Blinding</td>
<td>Access: Positive, Uncertain (Goldin and Rouse 2000)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring</td>
<td>Algorithmic/other uses of AI</td>
<td>Access: Positive, Uncertain (Li, Raymond, and Bergman 2020)</td>
<td>Performance: Positive, Uncertain (Li, Raymond, and Bergman 2020)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring</td>
<td>Internships</td>
<td>Job quality: Positive, Uncertain (Sterling and Fernandez 2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sustainability: Positive, Uncertain (Lyness and Judiesch 2001)</td>
<td>Misallocation costs: Negative, Uncertain (Benson, Li, and Shue 2019)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>Open bidding</td>
<td>Access: Positive, Uncertain (Keller 2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>Career ladders</td>
<td>Sustainability: Positive, Uncertain (Fitzgerald 2006; Maier 2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>Sector programs</td>
<td>Access: Positive, Consistent (Katz et al. 2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Absenteeism (Frick, Goetzen, and Simmons 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Labor cost (Cappelli and Neumark 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Firms: Mechanism or evidence</td>
<td>Discordant citations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work systems</td>
<td>Job enrichment initiatives</td>
<td>Job quality: Positive, Consistent (Graen, Novak, and Sommerspekamp 1982; Grant 2008; Griffin 1983; Holman and Axtell 2016)</td>
<td>Sustainability: Positive, Uncertain (Mohr and Zoghi 2008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work systems</td>
<td>Job enrichment initiatives</td>
<td>Job quality: Positive, Consistent (Graen, Novak, and Sommerspekamp 1982; Grant 2008; Griffin 1983; Holman and Axtell 2016; Holman et al. 2010; Tims, Bakker, and Derks 2013)</td>
<td>Sustainability: Positive, Uncertain (Mohr and Zoghi 2008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Worker mobility: Channel and assessment of evidence (positive, negative, heterogeneous; consistent or uncertain)</td>
<td>Firms: Mechanism or evidence</td>
<td>Discordant citations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEI</td>
<td>ERGs/mentorship</td>
<td>Sustainability: Positive, Uncertain (Friedman and Holtom 2002; Ginther et al. 2020)</td>
<td>Retention: Positive, Uncertain (Buckley et al. 2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Authors’ analysis.

**Note:** DEI = diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives.
Adoption of Practices: Evidence, Drivers, and Challenges

Our review suggests several practices to enhance worker mobility that will not hurt firms and may even benefit them in the long run. How common are these practices? And what affects their adoption?

If firms were fully efficient, they already would have adopted any profitable practice voluntarily. However, adopting long-term profit-maximizing practices cannot be assumed (Cyert and March 1963; Gavetti 2012; Nelson and Winter 1982). Inertia, external pressures, complexity, measurement issues, cognitive limits, and peers’ choices all influence adoption above and beyond the true costs and benefits of a given practice. As a result, even firms in similar markets vary greatly in their practices and outcomes (Bloom et al. 2019; Syverson 2011). Here we briefly discuss what is known about how prevalent our focal practices are and then summarize research on the drivers of or barriers to adoption beyond efficiency.

Considering Prevalence

The opportunities for promoting economic mobility by spreading these practices depend on their current prevalence. Yet specifying how many employers have adopted a given practice is not straightforward: answers vary by industry, country, and time; studies with large representative samples are few; adoption levels for many practices are not studied; and standard definitions, labels, and measurement instruments are not common. Thus, estimates for current prevalence of most practices, let alone trends, are lacking. A few relevant data points, however, suggest several of these practices are fairly common with room for further spread.

Surveys suggest various components of HIWS have been adopted at moderate rates in the US and UK. For instance, 30–60 percent of firms employ team-based work (Bloom and Van Reenen 2010; Wood and Bryson 2009; Lawler and Mohrman 2003; Lynch 2007), 70 percent have regular feedback systems (Lynch 2007), and 30 to 40 percent have adopted process improvement (Bloom and Van Reenen 2010; Wood and Bryson 2009; Cappelli and
Job rotation is not uncommon in manufacturing (e.g., 40 percent adoption in the mid-1990s; Lynch 2007), but formal provisions for job security are less common (less than 10 percent; Bloom and Van Reenen 2010; Wood and Bryson 2009).

Various forms of pay for performance have been growing in acceptance, with about half of firms adopting these schemes and about 10 to 30 percent of the workforce covered by them (Bloom and Van Reenen 2007; Kruse, Blasi, and Park 2008; Lawler and Mohrman 2003). Share-ownership schemes have also expanded to more than 25 percent of establishments (Bloom and Van Reenen 2010; Wood and Bryson 2009). However, both are much less common in public-sector organizations. Job ladders, an indicator of formal promotion systems, had been adopted by only 20 percent of firms as of 2002, but their use may have expanded since then (Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015).

On scheduling, the American Time Use Survey found that in 2017, 29 percent of workers in the US could work from home, 57 percent had flexibility in their work start and end times, and 55 percent knew their work schedule at least four weeks in advance, whereas 19 percent did not learn their schedules until a week ahead. In contrast to this 2017 data, the Current Population Survey reported in 1985 that only 12.3 percent of workers had flexible start or end times (Mellor 1986, 21). Surveys by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics found about 90 percent of private-industry workers had access to unpaid family leave in recent years, whereas paid family leave coverage has steadily increased from 7 percent of private-sector workers in 2005 to 23 percent in 2021. These increases reflect both several states’ new paid family leave laws and shifting employer benefits, particularly for professional and managerial workers and in the tech sector.

Information on the prevalence of particular recruitment/hiring and DEI practices is even more limited than for other practices discussed herein, but two surveys of US employers provide some suggestive findings. First, data from an older survey of about 700 private-sector US employers found increased prevalence of several DEI initiatives over the 1970–2002 period (Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly 2006). Affirmative action policies (which often involve goals or targets for racial and gender representation) were adopted by 63 percent of firms, whereas diversity training grew to about 39 percent of these workplaces by 2002. The prevalence of other DEI practices such as diversity staff and committees, mentorship programs, and evaluating managers on their diversity performance was in the 11 to 20 percent range of workplaces as of the early 2000s. Second, a survey of employers with open job postings (conducted in 2018 and 2019 as part of an audit study to assess
racial discrimination in hiring) found that diversity training was provided in only 28 percent of these organizations (Pedulla et al. n.d.). Although 85 percent of these employers mentioned equal opportunity and affirmative action commitments in their job postings, only 18 percent reported targeted recruiting of people of color (Pedulla et al. n.d.). Networking and mentoring initiatives that targeted people of color were provided by only 12 percent and 6 percent of workplaces, respectively (Pedulla et al. n.d.).

In sum, many of the practices we discussed were adopted by a modest fraction of organizations. The evidence suggests these practices are feasible—and not limited to only a few, very select organizations—but that they currently only reach a minority of workers. Therefore, many firms might consider adopting a subset of these practices. Doing so requires a better understanding of how firms approach the adoption decision and how they can implement these practices effectively and sustainably.

**Institutional, Policy, and Industry Context**

Not every practice is similarly applicable in every context. Industry moderates the perceived costs, benefits, and feasibility of different practices. Where building industry-specific skills is key to employee productivity, firms and employers have more incentives to maintain longer-term relationships and invest in building those skills. In contrast, some sectors (e.g., retail, hospitality, and food services) have shifted toward deskillling tasks, expecting to manage high churn instead of investing in employees. The precarious nature of these jobs may then make it harder for employees to build additional skills and find alternative opportunities, keeping them trapped in these low-wage sectors. Nevertheless, even in such settings, a few firms have been able to profitably use more employee-focused practices (Rahmandad and Ton 2020).

Employers’ practices are partly shaped through explicit regulation by the state and by a tripartite (employer, union, government) bargaining system in some countries. Where regulations are limited and unions are weaker, one could expect more variation in practices across workplaces, because the “business case” for a given practice may be the primary driver for adoption. Some examples of employer practices that vary in nature and magnitude of adoption because of institutional and policy pressures include minimum wages and sectoral or industry wage boards, promotion paths and job ladders, scheduling practices (Berg et al. 2014), merit-based rewards, voluntary and involuntary turnover, and
formalization of management practices (e.g., human resources; Bloom, Kretschmer, and Van Reenen 2009). Workforce regulations also vary by industry. For example, health care is highly regulated and scope-of-practice rules may set up barriers to upskilling within a given job. Institutional environment also moderates the public policies under consideration: sharp competition with low-wage countries for labor may have affected trade and immigration policies and conditioned firm’s choices. Public policies significantly affect what practices employers adopt, how they are implemented, and what value they deliver (Carré and Tilly 2017).

Institutional environment also matters beyond government regulations. The policy context of a given country or state affects economic security and mobility more generally, changing the potential value to employees of various firm practices. For instance, in states with more generous unemployment and income benefits, vulnerable residents will be less reliant on their employers’ progressive practices. Moreover, the adoption of practices is affected by large actors, peers, and norms. The public sector, for instance, can promote mobility by investing in workforce development that supports certain HIWS and increases labor productivity. Peers strongly influence the adoption of organizational practices (Jiang, Takeuchi, and Jia 2020), creating reinforcing cycles that promote adoption in specific countries or industries while hampering diffusion in others. In fact, the “right” level of adoption for a practice in an institutional context may be largely socially constructed by the firms and other stakeholders (Greenwood et al. 2017). As such, local and national governments can have influence as major employers (and contractors) who adopt (and expect) given practices that support greater mobility, and their experiences can provide a “proof of concept” that new practices are feasible and mutually beneficial to workers and organizations.

Complementarities and Social Capital

Although many of the practices we discuss do not hurt firms and may be beneficial in the long run, the benefits to the firm of adopting each single practice are modest. That expectation limits the incentives for change, especially when other organizations seem to be doing just fine without adopting these practices. However, the benefits to the firm become larger when different practices complement each other, each enhancing the value
of the others. Understanding how those complementarities emerge and are sustained enables broader voluntary adoption.

Complementarities may be rooted in the match between the nature of work and the requisite skills. Supermarkets that offer a smaller assortment of products can gain operational efficiencies, allowing workers more time to get to know the inventory and better serve customers. This strategy can also create a complementarity between work design (assortment size) and human resources practices (for recruiting, training, and retaining skilled workers). Organizing work and technology to complement employees’ skills and motivation can strengthen the benefits of several practices we have discussed (Ton 2014).

Cognitive and social mechanisms also create complementarities. First, dominant logics regulating how employment, benefits, schedules, and tasks are defined have emerged over time, and management and employees then often treat those historically negotiated arrangements as clear blueprints for designing organizations today. Not only it is cognitively simpler to stick to those proven sets (e.g., to follow the “job control” logic; Kochan, Katz, and McKersie 1986), but piecemeal change also may prove counterproductive. Designing, identifying, assessing, and promoting industry-specific templates that integrate employee value with firm performance can streamline adoption (Ton 2014).

Second, different practices are connected through social capital and organizational commitment (Appelbaum et al. 2000). By regulating the employee–employer relationship, social capital and trust influence commitment, productivity, and opportunities for mutual gain (Akerlof 1984; Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy 2002; Blau 1983; Boxall and Macky 2009; Fulmer and Gelfand 2012; Klein, Molloy, and Brinsfield 2012; Lin 2001; Rousseau 1989). Employer practices signal how much employers care about employees, and those perceptions moderate the impact of organizational practices on employee and firm outcomes (Alfes et al. 2013; Kehoe and Wright 2013; Messersmith et al. 2011; Nishii, Lepak, and Schneider 2008). When an employer practice is interpreted to strengthen (or erode) organizational social capital, that interpretation not only changes the outcomes of the focal practice but also modifies the impact of other practices. Thus complementarities may extend to practices that are otherwise not mechanistically connected—for example, harassment training becomes more effective when social capital is high (Icekson, Tziner, and Bareket–Bojmel 2020).
Social capital changes as a result of interactions within the workplace (Bhandari and Yasunobu 2009; van den Bos, Wilke, and Lind 1998). Whereas building social capital is slow, requiring long-term investment, the breach by any party of social capital’s psychological contract leads to its rapid erosion, which harms commitment, effort, and health outcomes (Conway and Briner 2009). Thus, randomly choosing practices, some of which promote social capital and others erode it, is likely inefficient. Announcing promotion pathways, for instance, may offer little benefit when also employing just-in-time scheduling practices that demotivate employees. Employers seeking to benefit from employee commitment, citizenship behavior, and discretionary effort need to create bundles of practices that reinforce one another, often by building and maintaining social capital. Effective practices may share features, such as signaling employers’ commitment to employees, eliciting employees’ voices in setting organizational practices, establishing procedural fairness, accommodating employees’ personal and family constraints, strengthening social bonds, recognizing citizenship behavior, or investing in employees (e.g., through training).

**Challenges in Implementation and Maintenance**

Even if a practice is promising, its implementation and maintenance may be challenging. First, complementarities require specific combinations of practices to be implemented concurrently. For example, if practices that increase employee motivation, tenure, or engagement are not complemented by better opportunities for employees’ input or contributions, their productivity benefits for the firm will be limited. Because single-practice adoptions may prove disappointing to firms and employees, synergistic bundles are most beneficial for introducing new practices (Pil and MacDuffie 1996). However, synchronized adoption of multiple new practices is a major undertaking with significant costs. Even if the promise is appealing and the management team is committed, when many alternative bundles could be conceived and the evidence base for picking the right combination is thin, such transformations can be fraught. Moreover, few other firms may be following this risky path, so champions of change may find little tolerance for error among shareholders. Adoption decisions are further complicated by the lags in realizing the value of the initiatives. These lags, inherent in building resources and capabilities (e.g., hiring the right people, enhancing employee skills, establishing new routines, and building social capital), create a gap between when change is undertaken and when outcomes are
observed. The lag not only entails an investment period before breakeven can be expected, but it also may initially send the wrong signal about the viability of the practice and lead promising initiatives to be abandoned prematurely (Rahmandad and Gary 2020; Rahmandad and Ton 2020).

Second, because social capital and trust are fragile, workers may interpret changes in management, poor communication, or environmental adversity as signaling changes in management’s (or other stakeholders’) commitment to improving the workplace, and lead to a reinforcing breakdown of trust, reduced investment in social capital, and loss of commitment and productivity. For instance, maintaining mutual trust requires productivity gains from complementary practices to be split fairly, yet workers, or their unions, may define fairly differently from management, precipitating a breakdown in an otherwise mutually beneficial set of practices. So even when mutually beneficial practices are established, their persistence is not specially guaranteed when champions leave, top management changes, or incentives are defined over short horizons (Rahmandad and Repenning 2016; Rubinstein and Kochan 2018).

A third set of challenging dynamics relates to allocating organizational resources and attention under pressure (Repenning and Sterman 2002). Diverting scarce resources to enhancing organizational routines, including devoting energy to establishing new practices, may seem infeasible for many busy managers. However, absent those investments, the efficiency of the organization will gradually erode, further pressuring management to focus on the bottom line. This reinforcing process can lock organizations into a state of constant scarcity (sometimes called firefighting) and close the door to investing in new practice bundles that could benefit both the firm and its employees. On the flip side, firms that do manage to invest in better practices may leverage a virtuous cycle of enhanced performance, resource availability, and capability investments to outperform competition over longer periods (Ton 2014).

One may generally expect these practical challenges to weigh heavily on managers’ and executives’ decisions to adopt unfamiliar practices, convincing many to stay on the sidelines. At an organizational level, overcoming these challenges entails careful design of change initiatives to account for complementarities, strong support from senior management, recognition of the delays in realizing the full benefits and explicitly planning for these, and getting clear buy-in from various stakeholders before starting the change. Although these challenges may limit adoption, they also point to the strategic value of
adopting and maintaining promising practices: firms that succeed could outperform competition by a feat that takes time and is hard to replicate. Nevertheless, considering the implementation challenges, the promised benefits to firms may not always be enough to trigger large-scale voluntary adoption. In many cases, broader institutional and normative pressures (such as new employment laws or pressure from social movements) may be required to convince large numbers of organizations to adopt practices that offer only modest benefits for the firm, even if they are significantly valuable to employees.
Promising Research Opportunities

Our review finds there is already strong evidence that certain employer practices can influence worker outcomes. However, there are also significant areas where more research could answer fundamental and outstanding questions. On the critical question of how employer practices affect economic security and mobility, we see promising research opportunities specific to the practices we have reviewed, and exciting possibilities for improving the data infrastructure and research design. We outline both next.

Shorter-Term and Practice-Specific Research Opportunities

In this section, we describe several research directions that are worthwhile at any point but that may be especially opportune to pursue now. During this period of labor history, dubbed the Great Resignation or Great Reshuffling, many employers are finding the market for low-wage workers tight, and thus they may be particularly receptive to partnering with scholars on research about improving job quality and mobility for low-wage workers.

Pay and Wages

More research is needed on the implications of raising wages for both workers’ economic mobility over time and productivity, especially in regular employment relationships (versus some experimental work about contracted jobs or piece-rate arrangements). Such research could be experimental, where a firm raises wages in some establishments and not others. Another option is to use some relatively clean observational data on the effect of a company’s wage changes—for example, the effects on turnover and productivity when a firm raises its base pay for entry-level workers (see, for example, Emanuel and Harrington 2021).

Scheduling

The findings of the previously described study at Gap Inc., revealing that employees and the business both benefited from more stable scheduling practices (Kesavan et al. 2021; Williams et al. 2019), suggest that further research on that topic could meaningfully
influence employer practices and the welfare of low-wage employees. Companies have an incentive to explore practices that can improve business outcomes. Such research could involve more experimental studies of new scheduling strategies by firms, including initiatives to increase hourly workers’ input into their schedules, promises of minimum hours, and protection from mandatory overtime. In addition, as new scheduling regulations emerge in the United States, continued research into their effects will be needed to inform both public policy and management decisions.

Leaves

In states where paid family leave or sick leave laws have been passed, more evaluation studies are needed on the effects of these laws, including how workers and managers understand and implement those new legal standards, and how traditionally disadvantaged and marginalized workers can effectively make use of their legal rights. The goal of such research would be to assess how these laws affect turnover and workers’ earnings over time and whether they help close racial and gender gaps in earnings and advancement.

Recruitment and Hiring Practices

Findings on the efficacy of sector-based job training initiatives and other strategies to broaden the pool of candidates for decent-paying jobs (e.g., Year Up) are encouraging. However, more research is needed on how to scale those initiatives so more employers get involved, support trainees or applicants who may struggle in such programs, and assess how workers entering firms through these channels fare over time compared with other hires.

There is also high interest in algorithmic strategies to try to avoid hiring biases, but it will be important to track exactly how those strategies are used within particular organizations and whether the goals of reducing racial disparities in evaluation and hiring are being achieved. Another question is whether these matches are as good for such employees—and lead to similar or better tenure, satisfaction, and earnings trajectories—compared with the matches made through more traditional hiring processes.
Promotion Practices

Experimental studies of employers’ efforts to create new job ladders and attract people to them from underrepresented groups would be valuable. A key requirement here is opportunities for skill development: many contemporary lower-wage jobs have been deskillled and middle-wage jobs eliminated (Autor and Dorn 2013). How can employers create better pathways while using technology fruitfully? This is an opportune moment to pursue this research question because tight labor markets can motivate employers to explore new strategies for attracting and retaining workers. For example, in 2020 Walmart announced higher wages for team leads at their supercenter stores, in an effort to create more of a career ladder for those employees. Additional research can help evaluate the many new ways that firms are approaching career ladders, especially for low-wage workers.

Work Systems

Existing case studies on HIWS could be augmented in three ways. First, experimental evaluations of promising strategies would be valuable. Second, there is demand for in-depth, empirically grounded structural models that tease out how different management practices complement each other and how more effective HIWS could be designed and implemented. Such models would guide scholars and practitioners toward specific sets of practices more efficiently than scattered experimental, quasi-experimental, or case study research could. Third, HIWS should also be studied more fully in low-wage service work and smaller firms, to assess the applicability and impact of these promising practices in those contexts.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Initiatives

Although research shows that numerical targets help candidates from diverse backgrounds get jobs, we know less about the experiences of these candidates once they have been hired. Studies that track the advancement or lack thereof of racially minoritized and underrepresented candidates would also be useful. Another encouraging finding from our review is that several relatively low-cost DEI practices—diversity task forces, employee resource groups, and structured mentorship programs—can be fruitful. However, most of the research on these topics has examined professional and managerial occupations or
higher-wage settings. More research is needed on which DEI practices are effective in lower-wage contexts and the long-term impact of such practices on the retention and earnings trajectories of workers in a broader array of occupations.

Opportunities to Improve Design and Data Infrastructure

The question of how employers’ practices affect workers’ economic mobility is not one that has been captured in a well-established and bounded research field. As such, we have ranged across a variety of fields in this review. Here we recognize and assess some common pitfalls in this prior research and then identify new possibilities for improving research into employer practices and workers’ economic security and mobility.

First, studies of employer practices that assess worker-side outcomes are nearly always short term. However, mobility outcomes are inherently long-term constructs: if a job offers a high wage temporarily, but no job security or a flat earnings trajectory, it may not contribute to upward economic mobility. Likewise, the study of employer practices almost always measures effects on incumbent employees, rather than following workers across organizations. However, at present, the most common way low-wage workers move into higher-paying jobs is by switching employers altogether. Upward mobility is a long-term, cumulative, and typically multijob process, and we need to measure it as such.

Second, in some of the research we reviewed, there was a gap between objective economic outcomes and workers’ subjective responses to practices. When workers’ subjective outcomes are studied, as in research on job design and scheduling practices, it is often unclear whether self-reported or subjective outcomes translate into objective economic mobility. In some cases, worker satisfaction can drive a virtuous cycle of increased productivity, on-the-job learning, greater commitment, and higher pay over time. However, improved job satisfaction could actually keep people in lower-paying but pleasant jobs, limiting their economic mobility. This ambiguity means that the positive findings about job design and work systems and subjective outcomes do not necessarily imply those practices promote economic mobility.

Third, studies related to economic mobility typically either emphasize improving job quality or broadening access to good jobs to historically marginalized workers, but not both. Researchers who focus on the potential positive outcomes (for firms) of offering high
pay, or good benefits and amenities, often suggest that one way those choices will pay off for the firm is by helping those employers attract better workers. However, if this positive selection skews toward more credentialed or more experienced workers, it could exclude the most disadvantaged workers. In other words, making jobs better regarding pay or other amenities may just draw in workers who are already more advantaged in the labor market. On the other hand, researchers studying race and gender disparities in access to higher-paying jobs typically take the underlying set of jobs as fixed, and simply ask how to reduce segregation by ascriptive characteristics. This focus neglects potential opportunities to improve work for everyone, rather than just reallocating opportunities by reducing bias. In our view, understanding how employers affect economic mobility requires studying both the feasibility of improving job quality and the sorting and selection dynamics that match better jobs to disadvantaged applicants.

Last, addressing these challenges requires novel research designs and data. We specifically propose combining the tools used to study macroeconomic mobility outcomes with the attention to specific employer practices found in studies of organizational practices conducted by sociologists and management scholars. No single design promises to solve the challenges discussed, but triangulation across different methods can enhance the cumulative evidence.

**Field Experiments in Organizations**

Experimental designs that randomize the implementation of a practice across organizations (or within different groups inside a single organization) and pursue extended follow-up of employee outcomes can best identify the causal effects of different practices. For example, research on work redesign has randomized treatments across work groups and measured mobility-relevant outcomes such as turnover and job satisfaction as well as health and well-being (Kelly and Moen 2020). Likewise, research on performance pay and financial incentives has relied on effective field experiments to study changes in both wages and the dynamics of productivity and worker selection (Levitt and Neckermann 2015).

These designs, however, are difficult to scale, partly because they are expensive and because work organizations (usually firms) have questions about the time scale and operational challenges of randomized field experiments. Experiments thus raise questions
of generalizability (i.e., which organizations are willing to partner with researchers; whether workers in those organizations represent the broader workforce) and present the challenge that different practices interact in important ways that make it important to evaluate them in complementary bundles. Employer experiments also rarely track workers after they exit the firm, which is critical for understanding the total mobility effects of any employer practice.

**Linking Data on Employer Practices to High-Quality Worker Data**

Many of these challenges can be addressed by improving data quality. Short-term and single-employer experiments can be extended by greater use of linked employer–employee administrative data or by survey panels that follow workers over time and across employer switches. Both of these approaches offer strong evidence on workers’ objective economic outcomes. And indeed, for employer practices that are influenced by large-scale policy changes, like minimum wage and scheduling predictability laws, we already have compelling evidence that relies on worker-side data (Dube, Giuliano, and Leonard 2019; Harknett, Schneider, and Irwin 2021).

Unfortunately, both administrative data and panel surveys in the US tend to include very little information about specific employer practices. Other countries, however, have a research infrastructure with more employer–employee data, including surveys on management practices and workers’ outcomes. For instance, Germany collects linked employer–employee data from administrative or social security records and uses a linked personnel panel to survey workers directly, in addition to offering other linked data focused on larger firms. Regarding US administrative data, the recent Census Management and Organizational Practices Survey is an exciting step in this direction. However, this survey focuses on practices that affect productivity rather than the broader set of practices that affect worker mobility reviewed here. It is also, for now, limited to manufacturing establishments.

Absent large-scale government-sponsored surveys of employers, another strategy is to match smaller samples of employer-side data to longitudinal data that track workers’ mobility. This approach requires effective surveying of employers. There is a history of employer-side surveys, including the Structured Management Practice surveys, the National Organizations Study, and several surveys in the high-performance work-
organizations area (Bloom and Van Reenen 2011; Kalleberg et al. 1994; Osterman 2006). Unfortunately, these surveys tend to be cross-sectional, which makes it difficult to distinguish employer practice effects from time-invariant differences between employers. One possibility would be to ask retrospective questions about the timing in which particular practices, policies, or initiatives were adopted; this approach was used in research on diversity practices and establishment-level inequality (e.g., Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015; Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly 2006). Recall biases are a concern with retrospective surveys, but these may work well for formalized practices where firms keep records of policy changes (e.g., a human resources manual with dates of updates). Another solution is to run a prospective panel survey of employers with repeated follow-up (as in Osterman’s [2006] High Performance Work Organization surveys or the Kauffman Firm Survey). Dealing with respondent (organizational) retention is a critical issue for this design.

Another approach, which does not require matching in employer data, is to ask worker panel respondents richer questions about their employers and jobs. Such detailed questions about the content of a workers’ job could better capture elements of job design (beyond the broad occupation designations that panel surveys typically include). Likewise, questions about training availability, interaction with management, or available DEI initiatives could be asked fruitfully of workers themselves. Several studies of performance pay and promotions have effectively used this strategy (Lemieux, MacLeod, and Parent 2009; Wilmers and Kimball 2021). Additional questions could be incorporated into existing panel surveys or new panels that recruit new cohorts of young workers. This design could sample comparable large worker segments (e.g., retail, food preparation, or warehouse workers), which would allow for tracking career trajectories of workers who entered these low-wage positions to investigate how their mobility may be influenced by specific employer practices. However, many employer practices are not reliably visible to worker respondents, and it is unclear how reliable employee assessments of employer practices are. Research that compares data from employer surveys of practices against employee recall of those practices and tests different recall horizons has yet to be done and might open up new designs for the subset of practices where employee recall of employer practices proves reliable.

Employee panels require long waiting times before results on longer-term mobility can be identified, potentially making the findings less relevant for guiding management
practice or informing policy choices. A different solution may be to use retrospective and in-depth surveys of matched individual worker histories that cover both mobility outcomes and employer practices. Although this solution would face the same recall challenges just described, such a method may offer a more systemic view of promising practices without waiting years for panel results to emerge (Agarwal et al. 2021). For example, more questions on economic security, mobility, and specific employer practices could be embedded in health-orientated occupational cohort studies where workers were initially recruited from one employer or occupation and are then followed over time (and into new jobs).  

**Studying Adoption and Implementation Directly**

There will always be real heterogeneity across firms in how practices affect employee and firm outcomes, in part because the same ostensible practice or policy will be implemented differently across settings. Qualitative and mixed-methods research is needed to investigate what happens inside organizations that consider or pursue new practices—with important questions from the perspective of employers, workers, and unions or other work advocates (Rivera 2020). These studies might include investigations of adoption decisions, including the influence of investors and other financial actors (Appelbaum and Batt 2014), as well as grounded research on variation in the implementation of the same practices across different sites. In addition to helping scholars understand mixed findings on the efficacy of employer practices, these studies can (1) identify organizational structures and ways to increase participation and input of workers that may amplify the effects of new practices, and (2) ask how company practices can be effectively integrated with sectoral programs, community college training, and similar offerings. Research of this type may point firms to more promising strategies, identify guidance for effective implementation, and reveal how institutional contexts and public policy changes could support employers’ adoption of practices that support both worker mobility and strong organizational performance.
Conclusions

Employer practices matter for the mobility outcomes of low-wage workers, and they vary notably, even across employers operating in the same industries and labor markets. Current evidence suggests that there are indeed employer practices in several categories (compensation, hiring, promotion, scheduling, work systems, and DEI) that could benefit employees’ mobility while not hurting the firms’ performance, and even offering some win–win opportunities. However, much prior research on the effects of employer practices has neglected the worker-sorting and access issues that we emphasize here: if high-productivity employer practices increase pay but only for a more advantaged set of workers, then effects on mobility for lacking these advantages will be muted.

Our review surfaced multiple feasible practices that seem promising for enhancing mobility. Stabilizing worker schedules can improve worker well-being and support mobility by reducing income volatility and related material hardships. Paid and sick leaves shorter than one year support economic security mobility through job continuity and facilitation of women’s labor force participation. Structured hiring practices and employers’ partnership with sectoral organizations have the potential to make good jobs more accessible to noncollege and racial–minority candidates while preserving a high-quality applicant pool on the firm side. Although promotion is not the dominant pathway out of low-wage work, there is evidence that creating and better defining internal job ladders, often adopted through employer partnership with intermediaries and sectoral programs, can support worker mobility. Work systems research has largely focused on benefits to firms; however, there is evidence that complementary practices enhancing motivation, empowerment, and skill building can improve worker satisfaction and afford opportunities for upward mobility. DEI practices like affirmative action have the potential to improve access to high-paying jobs without detriment to firms. While increasing pay has obvious benefits for workers, pay for performance brings benefits for the firm but more heterogeneous impacts on workers, depending on context and implementation.

There is promising evidence that these practices, taken together, could improve worker mobility, but heterogeneity in content and implementation may dramatically impact their effects. The most promising evidence supports changes that align job quality, productivity, and bargaining power for existing employees. This often happens when firms assemble
bundles of complementary practices that also build social capital between the employer and the employee.

Yet absent policy and institutional changes, including those that engage workers more effectively in determining employer practices, the wide voluntary adoption of even promising practices faces substantial headwinds. Moreover, evidence on the long-term mobility benefits for large groups of workers is thin. A focused program of mobility research, drawing on longitudinal and experimental methods and attending to implementation and contextual analysis, can not only strengthen our understanding of worker mobility drivers but also help organizations identify and adopt the most relevant practices for their workers.
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